
Daytona Milton Keynes National InKart Championship 2012 

Round Three: 

Cadet Lightweight 

Heat one: 

On a circuit more suited to boating than karting, the Cadet Lightweight category produced some really excellent 

racing. In tricky conditions, there were too many position changes to keep note of! However, one of the stand-

out performances was from Lewis Harmer, who steadily gained on the rest of the field from last place and ended 

up in 10
th

 position with a stunning drive. There was another brilliant drive from Dhruv Tailor, who showed 

excellent consistency and kart control to finish in third place, Jack Deakin came home in 2
nd

 with a similarly 

controlled drive. Despite the awful track conditions, Archie Forber brilliantly secured the victory from pole 

position with stunning consistency. 

Heat two: 

With the starting positions reversed and the rain as bad as ever, the drivers began their second heat. A bad 

opening lap from Lewis Harmer caused him to lose two places from his pole position to move down to 3
rd

 place. 

This promoted Dhruv Tailor to the lead, where he was able to pull out a lead setting a great pace. Harrison 

Pughe, recovering extremely well from a disappointing opening race, took second place in a frantic final lap 

after finding himself in 5
th

 at the start of that lap. Lewis Harmer was able to retain his 3
rd

 place despite 

consistent pressure behind him. 

The Grand Final: 

After amalgamating an impressive number of points in the heats, Dhruv Tailor began from pole position. 

However, a poor opening lap and extreme pressure from the drivers behind meant that by the end of the first lap 

he was down in 4
th

. A big mover at the start of the race was Archie Forber, who was certainly dialled in for the 

final, and made his way through the field into 2
nd

 place! There was an excellent chase between Lewis Harmer 

and the top two drivers, with Lewis taking second briefly before being re-taken on the final lap. Jack’s brilliant 

consistency secured him the win, with impressive drives from Archie Forber and Lewis Harmer earning them 

places on the podium.  

Cadet Heavyweights 

Heat one: 

A brilliant start from Elliot Lloyd saw him overtake 4 karts, tucking in right behind race leader Dean Thomas. 

Unfortunately, this was at the expense of Levi Anderson, who had a bad opening lap, dropping from 1st to 4
th

. 

As Dean and Elliot fought it out on circuit, it looked like there would be another great battle between the pair – 



however, sadly for spectators, Dean’s kart had an issue that forced him to retire, sending Elliot into a 

commanding lead. Toby Goodman was the driver making great strides in this heat, making his way from 7
th

 into 

2
nd

 position, remaining there until the chequered flag. Coming home in 3
rd

 place was Zac Outfin, with Elliot 

comfortably taking the heat victory. 

Heat two: 

In heat two there were some exceptional performances from many drivers, all of whom making their claim on 

what is already a remarkably close championship battle. Following his great drive in heat one; Toby Goodman 

had a brilliant opening lap to move from 4
th

 position into 1
st
 by the end of the lap. Elliot Lloyd also made a 

superb start to move up to second place, and it didn’t take long for him to make his move on Toby for 1st
. 

Meanwhile Dean Thomas, who had started last, found himself up in 2
nd

 place by lap 4 with some phenomenal 

driving and went on to push Elliot to the line, however, Elliot held on to 1
st
 place, Dean 2

nd
 and Toby in 3

rd
.  

The Grand Final: 

Despite the weather, another hotly contested race was anticipated for the Cadet Heavyweight class, which has 

been producing fantastic races all season. Starting on pole was Toby Goodman, who had made excellent 

progress in the heats to secure the position, this was no less than he deserved after a morning of brilliant driving. 

He was able to hang on to that lead at the end of the opening lap despite the pressure of Elliot Lloyd being right 

behind him after an excellent start. Coming through the pack very strongly was Dean Thomas, who had started 

5
th

 following his kart troubles in heat one. By the end of the first lap he was up 3
rd

; and by the end of the second 

lap was in 2
nd

 place, right behind Toby Goodman. After setting up a tense finale, Dean clinched the victory with 

a move at the final corner to win the race, Toby Goodman was 2
nd

 and Elliot Lloyd came home in 3
rd

. 

Junior Lightweights:  

Heat one: 

After a slight delay following a kart issue as the karts left the pits the fourth round of the Daytona Milton 

Keynes swimming championship got underway! Unfortunately for Adam Pooler, a bad opening lap meant he 

lost his first place to Brandon Callimano, who did very well to leapfrog from 3
rd

 on the grid. Tor Outfin was 

able to jump half of the grid from last place, to end the first lap in a secure 3
rd

 place. However, Tor was not 

content with that and continued to push the rest of his two remaining targets. On the final lap Tor made his 

move to grab the win with Brandon 2
nd

 and Matthew Diemer taking 3
rd

 place from Adam Pooler on the final lap. 

Heat two: 

By the second race, it was evident that many drivers had learnt their lessons from the opening heat, with 

consistency beginning to come through and far fewer mistakes. With Tor starting off in pole position, he never 

really looked back, also setting the fastest lap of the heat (1:26.469); really illustrating how bad the conditions 

were out on circuit. There were very few positional changes in this heat, meaning Matthew Diemer deservedly 



took second and a great drive from Liam Coleman, who bucked the trend, securing 3
rd

 despite starting in last 

position. 

The Grand Final: 

Similar to the last round, Tor found himself in an excellent position, starting in first place with two victories 

under his belt. Matthew Diemer, who had made an excellent return to form thus far would not let him get away 

too easy. 3
rd

 place starter Liam Coleman had a dreadful opening lap, dropping down to last place but an 

excellent recovery drive saw him rebound into 4
th

 position. In spite of some bad heats resulting in a lower than 

expected qualifying position, Adam Pooler had an excellent race to take 3
rd

. Matthew Diemer kept up the 

pressure but was unable to overthrow the imperious Tor Outfin. 

Junior Heavyweight:  

Heat one: 

With plenty of newcomers, fresh faced from Daytona’s recent Easter race school, there was always the 

possibility of an upset in this category. However, it was experienced regular Alex O’Sullivan that dominated 

proceedings in heat one. Despite starting in 4
th

 place, he secured 1
st
 place by the end of the opening lap and 

continued to hold that position from any pursuers. Another experienced InKarter, Sam Howell, made the best of 

a bad opening lap to finish 2
nd

 in spite of dropping down to 7
th

 place. However, proving that experience can be 

overturned, newcomer Owen Randall dropped two positions at the start but successfully regained his starting 

position of 3
rd

 on the final lap to take some impressive points on the his first InKart appearance.  

Heat two: 

After a technical mix-up and a meeting with the drivers, we can confirm the results for heat 2 are as follows: 

1
st
 – Alex Churchill, 2

nd
 – Alex O’Sullivan, 3rd

 – Sam Howell, 4
th

 – Tyler Parslow, 5
th

 – Ben Davis, 6
th

 – Jamaal 

Ahmed, 7
th

 – Harry Hammond, 8th – Owen Randall. 

The Grand Final: 

After re-confirming the grid for the final, the drivers took to the track for the last race of round 4. Alex Churchill 

stole a march on Alex O’Sullivan, taking first place on the opening lap. It was a bad opening lap for a couple of 

drivers in the tricky conditions, with Sam Howell moving from 2
nd

 to 5
th

 and Tyler Parslow moving from 4
th

 to 

6
th

. Another newcomer that was impressing was Ben Davis after putting himself into podium contention with his 

first lap moving him into 3
rd

 position. A bad final lap with an incident unseen by race control meant that 

Alexander O’Sullivan dropped down to 5th
 place, meaning that Jamaal Ahmed – who had astounded the 

spectators with a brilliant first lap (7
th

 place into 3
rd

 position) – would take second place, and Ben Davis secured 

a podium on his debut. The outstanding Alex Churchill took a well-deserved win. 

Conclusion: 



Thanks as always for a great round! 

Although we believe that it has been a successful day, we also recognise there is always room for improvement 

and if anyone has any feedback – positive or negative! Please drop me an e-mail : ben.turner@daytona.co.uk 

See you all next round, be sure to book in early to guarantee your space! 

Ben Turner 

Championship Co-Ordinator.  
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